Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is widely used as a distance standard in electron microscopy, fiber diffraction, and other imaging techniques. The dimension used as a reference is the pitch of the viral helix, 23 Å. This distance, however, has never been measured with any great degree of precision. The helical pitch of TMV has been determined to be 22.92 ± 0.03 Å by X-ray fiber diffraction methods using highly collimated synchrotron radiation.
Introduction
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is widely used as a distance standard in electron microscopy, fiber diffraction, and other imaging techniques, because of its stability, resistance to distortion, and ready availability (it is available through the authors' web site, fibernet.vanderbilt.edu/fiber, and from many other plant virology laboratories). The dimension that is universally used as a reference is the helical pitch of 23 Å, or equivalently, the helical three-turn repeat distance c of 69 Å. This distance can be measured very accurately from diffraction patterns (Namba et al., 1989) of oriented sols or dried fibers; these patterns can be exceptionally well-ordered, with very small degrees of disorientation and long coherent lengths (typically the entire 3000 Å length of the virion) giving rise to very sharp layer lines. Surprisingly, however, the distance has never been measured with any great degree of precision, although modern synchrotron X-ray diffraction beamlines make such a measurement relatively simple. The greatly increased resolution, precision, and accuracy of imaging methods, particularly of cryo-electron microscopy, make an accurate determination of the TMV helical pitch both timely and useful.
Early workers referred to papers by Bawden et al. (1936) , Bernal and Fankuchen (1941) , Watson (1954), and Franklin (1955) , in support of a true helical repeat of 69 Å, but in fact, all of these papers give the repeat as 68 Å, apparently from the measurements of Bernal and Fankuchen (1941) , except for a very early report (Bawden et al., 1936 ) of 66.6 Å. Accuracy was limited by the size of the specimens and X-ray beams and by short camera lengths, among other factors. The first and apparently only accurate measurement of the repeat distance, 69 ± 0.5 Å, was by Franklin (1956) ; it is from that work that the widely quoted value of 69 Å appears to derive.
Results and discussion
The repeat distance was determined from the layer line positions in fiber diffraction patterns recorded at two different synchrotron beamlines. Distances were calibrated against diffraction rings from calcite, as discussed below. Experimental and deduced parameters are given in Table 1 .
The principal sources of error in this analysis are in the location of the calcite rings (which are somewhat grainy and spread over a distance of several pixels because of the size of the calcite crystals and of the capillary), and in the fitting of the layer lines to the diffracted intensities. Errors in the determined values of other experimental parameters and variations in the calcite unit cell dimensions would have much smaller effects on the repeat distance. We estimate the uncertainty in the specimen-to-detector distance to be 0.05%, corresponding to about 0.03 Å in the value of c, and the uncertainty in c due to errors in layer line positions to be at most 0.05 Å. Conservatively, we estimate the overall uncertainty in c to be ± 0.1 Å.
Despite significantly different experimental arrangements at the two beamlines, the determinations of c are within experimental error of each other. We conclude that the helical repeat distance in TMV is 68.77 ± 0.1 Å, and that the helical pitch is 22.92 ± 0.03 Å, differing by only 0.35% from the widely accepted value of 23 Å.
Materials and methods
An oriented sol (Gregory and Holmes, 1965) of purified TMV (Boedtker and Simmons, 1958) was made in a 0.5 mm glass capillary (Charles Supper, Natick, MA). The capillary was dusted evenly on all sides with calcite (Effenberger et al., 1981) to provide a distance calibration. Fiber diffraction data were collected at the BioCAT beamline of the Advanced Photon Source synchrotron at Argonne National Laboratory (APS data) and at beamline BL 4-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL data).
Diffraction data were analysed using the program WCEN (Bian et al., 2006) . Pattern centers were determined from the low-resolution equatorial data. Specimen tilt (deviation of the fiber axis from the normal to the beam) and twist (deviation from the detector axis in the plane of the detector) were determined from well-resolved near-meridional intensities on the third and sixth layer lines. Specimen-to-detector distances and detector missetting angles were determined from the calcite diffraction rings (Effenberger et al., 1981) , using the 104 ring at 3.0355 Å resolution for the APS data, and the 012 ring at 3.8547 Å for the SSRL data. The SSRL data did not extend far enough to use the 104 ring, but the dusting was sufficient to allow clear observation of the weaker 012 ring. The helical pitch was determined by refinement against the positions of intensities on the third, sixth, and ninth layer lines. Only 3n layer lines were used, because the other lines are slightly displaced by the very small deviation in the helical symmetry from integral values (Stubbs and Makowski, 1982) . 
